Giedrius Bagdonas (Lithuania)

The Artist Giedrius Bagdonas was
born 1971-09-22 in Vilnius.
He studied at the Vilnius Art Academy, Vilnius Gediminas Technical
University, M.K.Čiurlionis art school.
At this moment he is Užupis art incubator director. He also depends on the
artists association "Bridge ", he is a member of the Lithuanian Artists' Union
of painters - watercolourists group AQUA -12, and also a member of the
alternative arts center Užupis – 2.
Although , as he says, at this time he spends most part of the time in deal
with other artists' works and projects, as well as it provides a high note to
his own creation .
Why distinctive, special and wonderful is his creation?
There is clear color expression and expressive color combinations, we can
see the purified style characteristic in this author works. The principle
advantage of such work is the emotional integrity of the picture, as if
improvised melody.
The artist chooses the landscape colorist symbolic expression of thought,
which reflecting the distinctive worldview ideas. Many works were born in
art symposiums in intimate contact with nature, rich color backgrounds
contexts opens subtle aroma of musicianship works in harmony spaces. The
bright areas of color segments vibrate and make spectator not only to watch
but also to listen. The viewer has the opportunity to get closer to the
creator's experiences, at the same time to get closer to his/her own souls
vibrations and creative process.
It probably would be very difficult to count how many colors the artist uses
the same picture, how he intertwines and mix pure color, sometimes hiding
the deep layers, and sometimes opening up between them and forming
spaces with a unique sound and movement. The artist invites the viewer to
travel into created an emotional labyrinth path and survive together the
mysteries of the creative secrets.

